There is a lot of controversy when we consider the most popular method of measuring local vibrations to estimate danger on hand tools operators. This is because of commonly used adapter that represents many faults, from which the most significant are: strong impact of grip and placing adapter between a hand and a tool handle. What we propose in this article is a measurement system including a band placed on a wrist. This solution highly eliminates defects mentioned above, but seems to be too trivial to maintain high quality of measuring process. The purpose of this article is to estimate the quality of this new solution in respect of some basic categories in which measurement errors occur.
Introduction
Measuring the impact of local vibrations on a operator are still subject to scientific research. Some of differences between measurement methods are: way of placing sensor (different parts of hand [1] , elbow [2] ), sensor type (laser sensor [1, 2] , acceleration sensor), sensor fastening (sticker reflecting laser beam [1, 2] , band grip). Application of laser sensor usually brings advantages only in laboratory environment. When we apply it to real workplace conditions, some basic requirements cannot be met (foundation stability, lack of obstacles between sensor and hand, also impossibility of measuring a tool in move). This is a reason to propose a solution which makes use of popular acceleration sensor placed with a band.
Research
Our research has been conducted with application of vibration inductor with a handle (Fig. 1) . A band with acceleration sensor has been placed on a wrist and also directly on an inductor (Fig. 2) .
The research has been conducted under following conditions -forcing signal -stationary with amplitude control (with vertical dominant amplitude near 100 Hz),
-six channel signal registration with use of NI USB 9233 measurement cards, dedicated software based on LabVIEW 8.0 and two tri-axial sensors: PCB 356A16 (placed on a handle (N)) and PCB 356A22 (placed on a hand (R)),
-measurement time -10 s.
There has been conducted 15 measuring series, 15 to 20 repetition in each. In every repetition we have calculated acceleration vector for signals that have been registered on a hand (R) and a tool (N). Then root mean square (rms) has been determined. We have based on an assumption that forcing signal would be non-constant (which has been confirmed on further stage), so for calculations we have used signals which stood for difference between hand vector acceleration and tool vector acceleration.
All statistical analysis has been performed with Statistica 8.0. 
Bias
Bias is a deviation between mean from a direct measurement and real value [3] .
Taking under consideration that no counterpart for this type of measurement system is known, there was no possibility to test and verify this parameter.
Repeatability
Repeatability is a deviation of direct measurement made from one operator several times on the same element (when the same conditions preserved) [3] .
Measurement has been conducted in three ways (a) a band with a sensor placed on a hand (each time after measurement a hand was taken off a handle and a band was removed) (Table Ia) , (b) a band with a sensor placed on a hand (each time after measurement a hand was taken off a handle but a band stayed in place) (Table Ib) , (c) a band with a sensor placed on an inductor's handle (each time after measurement a band was removed) ( Table Ic) . 
Reproducibility
Reproducibility is a variation between average values from measurements of the same part with the same tool, conducted by different operators [3] .
In our research there were three operators who done four series (in total) for one setting of vibration level on inductor. Each time after a measurement a band was placed on and taken off a handle. Taking under consideration significant discrepancy between the results when the band was on a hand (see Table Ib and c), we have decided to omit this aspect of uncertainty. As the setting of the vibrator remained unchanged, we have made an assumption that the results would have similar value. We have used variance analysis (ANOVA) to prove significant differences between means from our measurements. To do this, we had to make sure if the basic assumptions of the variance analysis had been met [4] If the value p statistic is significant (less then 0.05), then the hypothesis that the respective distribution is normal should be rejected [4] . For the series 10 only Shapiro-Wilks' W test has significant p statistic. Re: (c) we have used Levene and Brown-Forsythe tests for homogeneity of variances with null hypothesis like formula (2.3) and alternative hypothesis like formula (2.4) (with statistical significance 0.05).
H 0 : there is differences between any two means (2.4)
The value p statistic is significant (for Levene equal 0.0017 and for Brown-Forsythe equal 0.0087), so the hypothesis that the variances in the different groups are equal should be rejected. So we make some post hoc test like NIR, Scheffe's and Newman-Keuls test. All of this test shows significant difference between series 9 and others series (Fig. 3) .
After elimination series 9, all tests have been repeated. In this time also the value p statistic was significant (for Levene equal 0.0025 and for Brown-Forsythe equal 0.0087).
In spite of the value p statistic was still significant (hypothesis that the variances in the different groups are equal should be rejected) we make analysis of variance (ANOVA). Result was not statistic significant (result equal 0.1218), so that there are no mean differences between groups or treatments in the population. Of course we must remember about not fulfillment all of assumption.
Stability
Stability is a total variation received during measuring certain value in a long time perspective [2] .
We have conducted three measurements which duration was: 60 s, 425 s and 302 s. Two analysis were made:
(a) analysis was obtained like a difference between rms value of handle vector acceleration and tool vector acceleration (Table III) , (b) we separated analyse handle vector acceleration and tool vector acceleration (Table IV) . 
Linearity
Linearity is variation of measurement accuracy in respect of measurement value [2] .
We have conducted three measurement series (no. 13, 14, 15). Each of them consisted of 15 measurements in which value of vibration acceleration has been changed in linearity with preserving constant interval. Pearson correlation coefficient was obtained for each signal pair (tool (N) and handle (R)) (Table V) . 
Conclusion
Nowadays technical possibilities to build and implement new solution in industry or scientists research are very wide. With all this technical news very often we forgot about fundamental principle which is strongly statistical verification of our solution/invention. This article is a first step to implement a new measurement solution in the area of estimating danger of local vibrations at workplace. It could be also used by other to tests their own systems.
We try to verify all five categories of fundamental mistakes. However our system does not offer ability to mean accuracy. This property demands a very precise input control system like generator or possible to reproduce signal. Repeatability was computed by variation factor of the order of 6%. Changing the band grip had a very strong impact on these categories. To compute reproducibility we have used variance analysis (ANOVA) and the result was not statistically significant (no mean differences between groups or treatments in the population).
But we have computed this in spite of some of assumption (distribution has homogeneity of variances) was rejected. Stability express in percentage variation coefficient for analysis obtained like a difference between rms value of handle vector acceleration and tool vector acceleration has value between 0.3% to 2%. It's a satisfying result. But to reduce this spread we propose an improvement of input system in the future. Last category is linearity. Pearson correlation coefficient obtain near to 1. On the basis of presented result we can say that our system is close to satisfying requirement. But to gain more stable results some elements require improvement in order to:
-measure of clamp effect on a hand, -conduct additional tests to determine reproducibility,
-assign more time to learn how to wear a band on a hand (we think that different level of clamp effect resulted in lack of variance homogeneity),
-apply more stable input system.
